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Followers of Mahayana Buddhism consider the Lotus and Heart Sutras to be their sacred texts, as well as
hundreds of other sutras and commentaries. In the second tradition, the prayer ceremony is held every 10 days.
Often one of the monks repeats portions of the Abhidharma en route. Other Worlds In Tibet, a Mahayana
country, the day of death is thought of as highly important. Buddha also denies the caste Islam vs Buddhism
words - 7 pages discussion; the selections known as Parittas are chanted as blessings in various rituals, and
verses from the Dhammapada are often used in everyday life Oxford,  For this reason relatives do what they
can to ameliorate their condition. Some Buddhist traditions say that at least 4 days should pass before the body
is cremated and that embalming should be avoided if at all possible. If the family is in poor circumstances, the
period may be shortened to from 3 to 7 days. If the procession is accompanied by music the players may ride
in ox carts or in a motor truck at the rear. Both Hinduism and Buddhism believe in the ultimate goal as a
liberation known as moksha in Hinduism and nirvana in Buddhism. The Theravada, or "Way of the Elders," is
the more conservative of This essay discusses one of the sections of Buddhism words - 5 pages religions.
Death and Dying Death and dying ideally should take place in an atmosphere of peace, calm and sensitivity.
Sometimes the cremation is deferred for a week to allow distant relatives to attend or to show special honor to
the dead. There are no special procedures to be undertaken by hospital staff. According to tradition, when a
person is dying an effort should be made to fix his mind upon the Buddhist scriptures or to get him to repeat
one of the names of Buddha, such as Phra Arahant. Whereas this Empire was able to flourish, others empires
fell and Buddhism provided a sense of hope and security for those that needed it the most. Not all the teaching
of Anatta not self can quite eradicate anxiety lest the deceased exist as pretas or as beings suffering torment.
Today it is common to divide Buddhism into two main branches. The Mahayana Buddhists were able to
spread and make more converts because they chose to interpret the Other Popular Essays. For people who are
not actively involved with a specific tradition the situation is more complicated. Sometimes four syllables
which are considered the heart of the Abhidharma, ci, ce, ru, and ni, representing "heart, mental concepts,
form and Nibbana" are written on a piece of paper and put in the mouth of the dying man. Zen, Tibetan,
Theravada, Pure Land. These movements were derived from the Brahmanic tradition of Hinduism but were
also reactions against it. When someone is dying in a Burmese home, monks come to comfort them. The
initial ceremony and three succeeding periods of ten days until the final burial or cremation. Life is short,
therefore, it is necessary not to spend too much time on any one thing. But most flee from the Light, which
then fades. Of the new sects, Buddhism was the most successful and eventually spread throughout India and
most of Asia. All forms of Buddhism pretty much retained similar codes of ethic. The amount of time spent
mourning in America is considerably less than that spent in Malaysia. He is followed by some elderly men
carrying flowers in silver bowls and then by a group of eight to ten monks walking ahead of the coffin and
holding a broad ribbon bhusa yong which extends to the deceased. However, the Vajrayana and Mahayana
Buddhists developed certain aspects of ethics to a very great extent. This quote expresses the Buddhists who
were impatient with the Buddhist teachings in the seventh and eighth century and were unhappy with those
who taught that enlightenment came to a dim future. Frequently the bodies of prominent or wealthy persons
are kept for a year or more in a special building at a temple. However, in the last hundred years or so
Buddhism has gradually established itself in the West, taking a number of different forms.


